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Domestication cannot have begun with these later values
in view/
It may be added that cattle had also great religious impor-
tance in Ancient Egypt, and that in India and a great part of
Africa their economic value is still limited by the religious
significance which is attached to them. Where, on the other
hand, there is no religious sanction, it is difficult to get
people to keep cattle.
'Milking*, says Hocart (The Progress of Man^ p. m), cis
one of those many arts which seem perfectly obvious to us
merely because we have been brought up to the idea.
Yet milk has been introduced to the Fijians, and they do
not take to it, though urged by Government. For one
thing their social organization is quite incompatible with
the regular routine of a dairy; and, secondly, they do not
care for milk. How much less likely is any people to take
to it without the example of others! Could early man have
adopted it first for infant feeding when the mother's milk
was deficient? But to give cow's milk to babies undiluted
is notoriously bad. Then it is not easy to milk a half-wild
cow. Even if she can be kept still* she has the power of
retaining her milk/
It should be noted, too, that in the earlier stages the
domestication of large animals must impose a heavy strain
upon the community. Where there are no enclosed fields—
and these are quite a modern device—a considerable escort
is needed when the herd goes to pasting to prevent the
animals from straying, and to guard against the attacks of
lions or wolves. Half-wild cattle, however, would either have
to be kept in stockaded enclosures or, if driven out to pasture,
provided with a very large guard. Not only would tfeey be
rery liable to escape on their own, but they would be easily

